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asked. The JCO .information that Prarnatome supplied, as modified by me, are included as well starting on
page B of AttachmentS.
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Docket Number 5(),146

License Number NPF-3

Serial Number 2731

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attention: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Subject: Response to NRC Bulletin 2001-01, "Circumnferentia! Cracking of Reactor
Pressure Vessel Head Penetration Nozzles"

Ladies and Gentlemen:

On August 3, 2001. the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) issued NRC Bulletin
20-01-01, "Circumferential Cracking of Reactor Pressure Vessel Hea4 Penetration
Nozzles." The Bulletin requested information regarding the strvctur! integrity of the

reactor pressure vessel headpenetration (VtP) nozzles, including the extent of nozzle
leakage and cracking that has been found to date, inspections and -epairs that have been
completed to satisfy.applic¢able regulatory requirements, and the basis for concluding that
plans for future inspections will ensure compliance with applicable regulatory
compliance.

The Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station (DB.NPS) has scheduled VHP inspections during
the upcoming spring 2002 refueling outage. The FirstEnergy'Nuclear Operating
Company (FENOC) provides the attached information for the DBNPS.

If you have any questions. or require further information, please contact Mr. David H.
Lockwood, Manager,.Regulatory Affairs, at (419) 32 1-8450.

Very truly yours,

RMC/

Attachments
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,ca: J. E. Dyer. Reaionol Administrator, NRC Region Hil
S. P., Sands. DB-I NRC(NRR Project Manager
K. S. Zeiler-. DD- I Senior Resident Inspector
UIiifiiy RadioloeicaI Safety Board
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RESPONSE TO

NRC BULLETIN 200.1-o0

FOR

DAVIS-BESSE NUCLEAR POWER.STATION

UNIT NUMBER I

This letter is submi.ted pursuant to 10CFR 50.54(1) and contains information pursuant to
NRC Bulletin 2001-0 1, "Circumferenfial_ racking .of Reactor Pressure Vessel Head
Penetration Nozzles," for the Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station, Unit Number L

1. Guy G. Campbell, state that (1) I am Vice President*- Nuclear of the FirstEnergy
Nuclear Operating Company, (2) i am duly authorized to exelute and file this
certification on behalf of the Toledo EdisOn Company and The Cleveland Electric
Illuminating Company, and (3) the -statements set forth herein are true and correct to .the
best of my knowledge, information and belief.

By,
Guy 0. Campbell, Vice President - Nuclear

.Affirmed and subscribed before me

Notary Public, State of Ohio

S14M-0431 I
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Response to NRC Bulletin Z001-01 for the Davis.Besse Nuclear POwer Station

The follov. ini in fprmation is provided-in response to NRC Bulletin .200 [-01. Circumferential
Cracking of Rea.ztor Pressure.V~sseI Head Penetration Nozzles.] for.the Da.is-Besse Nuclear
Power Station (DBNPS).

NRC Bulletin Request Item la:

The plant-specific susceptibility ranking for your plantfs) (incuding all data used to
determine each ranking) using the PWSCC susceptibility m01del described in Appendix B to
the MRP-44, Part 2, report;,

Response-

The DBNPS has been analyzed for susceptibility relative to the Oconee Nuclear Station. Unit 3
(ONS3) ,using.the Material Reliability Programn, (MRP) .time-iot-ternperature (Primary. Water
Stress Corrosion Cracking (PW-SCC) model The parameters used in hbis ranking.are included in
Attachment 2. This evaluation.showed that it will take the .PBNPS 3.1 Effective Full Pover
Years (EFPY) of additional .operation from .March 1. 2001, to reach the same time-at-
temperature as ONS3 when leaking nozzles were discoveredfn March 2001.

The DBNPS falls into the NRC category of plants within 5 EFPY of ONS3.,

NRC Bulletin RequestItem !,bL:

A description of the VHP nozzles.in your plant(s), inclu4ing the number, type,.inside and
outside diameter. materials of construction, and the minimum tdistance between V14P
nozzles;

Response;

The DINPS has 69 Control Rod Drive .Mechanism (CRDM) nozzles of Which 61 are used for
CRD.Ms. 7 are spare, and one is used for the Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) head vent. Each
CRDM nozzle is constructed of Inconel Alloy 600 and is attached to the.RPV head by an Inconel
Alloy 182 J-groove weld. The RPV head is constructed of carbon steel and isinternally clad
with stainless steel. The material for the nozzles was supplied.by two suppliers. Bl&W Tubular
Products supplied material for 60 •nozzles and Huntington Alloys suppliedthe material for the
remaining 9 nozzles. The head arrangement and requested nozzle details are provided in
Attachment 2..

NRC. Bulletin Request Item -.c:

A description of the RPV head insulation type and configuration;

S14MW04312
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Res~pn .e:

The DBNPS has metal reflective horizontal vessel head insulation. Meetal reflective insulatih'h
used on the extcrior o" the vessel from the closure flange: down to and inilutding the exterior .,I
the bottom head dome. Removable- metal reflective insulation panels enclose thee top. heud
closure flan.ge and studs. Metal. reflecti-ve insulation iS: used oi.the RPV h. A.gap exi4st.su;
between the R"PV head and the iwlation. minimum gap being at the e qentiofthc I
head where it is approximately 2 inches, and Will not impede a qialified vi4ua! inspection. I
is shown in the attached DB3NPS drawing 7749.-M-197-2-3 of the generat.a rangernent oUtihf,-
for the RPV insulation.'

NRC Bulletin Request Item I d:

A description of the.V.HP nozzle abd kPV head inspections (type, scope, qualification.
requiremon.ts, and acceptance critera) that have ,beenl performed at your plant(s) in the
years, and the findings- Include .a description of any limitations (insulation or other
impediments) to accessibility of the bare rnetal of the RPPV head.for visuoal examinatior..

Response:

The DBNPS has performed two inspections within the past fotiryearsdtiingthe, ii' Rot'u€.-
Outage (RFO) in April 1998 and.dUring the 12'h .RFO in April 2000. The scope of the ,Viu. I
inspection was to inspect the entire head (bare metal) area accessible through the weep.hol, -.
identify any boric acid leaks/deposits, The DBNPS also .jnspected 100% of Control Rod Dr..
Mechanism (CRDM) flanges for leaks in response to Generic Letter 88-05, "Boric Acid
Corrosion of Carbon Steel Reactor Pressure Boundary Components in PWR Plants." The r--..
of these two recent inspections are described below.

Inspections of the RPV headoare performed with. the RPV head insulation installed in accord.
with DBNPS procedure NG-EN-00324, "Boric Acid Corrosion Control Program," 'which v,
developed in response to Generic. Letter 88-05. As stated previously, .agap exists between th.,
RPV head and the insulation, the ainimtnum gap being at .the dome.center of the RPV head ,
it is approximately 2 inches, and will not impede visu.a1 inspection.The 'service structure
envelopes the DBNPS RPV head and has 18 openings (weep holes) at the bottom through ,
inspections are performed. There are 69 CRDM nozzles .that penetrate the -RPV head, The i•

reflective insulation is located above the head and does not interfere with the visual inspecti,".
The visual inspection is performed by the use of a small camera mounted on a wire pole. Th;.
camera is inserted through the weep holes,

April 1998 Inrspection .Results .(1 IRFO)
This visual inspection showed .an uneven layer of boric acid scattered over the head. Thct."
were some lumps of boron, with the color varying from brown to white. The outside
diarbeter of the CRDM tubes showed white streaks, providing evidence of downward fl4m
and attributable to CRDM flange leakage. The head was cleaned by use of a manual

S14M-04313
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scrubher and vacuum th.rough the weepholes. The head \% as videotaped after cleaning for
.tut.Ir r!ference.

April .2000 inspection Results 1l2RFO"
On April 5. 2000. Framatome Nuclear Poieer.Services performed a 100% video inspectuon or
CRDM flanges above the RPV insulation. Five leaking CRDM flanges were identified ;at
locations FIO, DID. C 11.,F8. and G9. The main source of leakage was associated with the
DID CRDM !tlange. Positive evidence (boron deposits on the vertical faces of the CRDM
flanges and nozzle) existed that drives F8,.Ff0 arnd CI I.had.limited gasket leakage. .CRDM,
G9 .had boron deposits vnder the CRDM flange between the flange and insulation, providing
confidence that this leakage was .associated wiih flange leakage. All five C"JM gaskets
were replaced and the D 10 CRDM flange was machined. Visual inspection of the flanges
was performed, Some boric acid crystals had accumulated on the RPV head insulation
beneath the leaking flanges. These deposits were cleaned (vacuumed). After cleaning the
area above the insulation was videotaped for future reference.

Inspection of the RPV head/nozzles area indicated some accumulation of boric acid. The
boric acid deposits were located beneath the leaking flanges with clear evidence of
downward flow. No visible evidence of nozzle leakage was detected. Approximately 90%

of the nozzles were inspec.ted. The RPV head was cleaned with demineralized water to the
.greatest extent possible while maintaining the principlet-of As-Low-As-Reasonably-
Achievable (ALARA) regarding the.dose.. Subsequent video inspection of the clean RPV
head and nozzles was performed for future reference.

NRC Bulletin Request Item I.e:

A description of the configuration of the missile shield, the CRDM housings. and their
support/restraint system, and all components, structures, and cabling from the top of the RPV
head up-to the missile shield. Include the, elevations of these items relative to the bottom of
the missile shield.

Response:

The :service structure bolts to the reactor vessel head. (The lower section of the service structure
is welded to the head. The service structure then bolts .to this lower section) Fan holes are
provided to allow forced air cooling of CRDMs. Ductwork connected to two remotely mounted.
100 percent capacity cooling fans is mounted over the fan holes in the service structure. The
lower portion of the service structure is also provided with ledges to.support.the RPV head
insulation. The upper portion of the service structure cylinder is provided with a.monorai. to
accommodate chain.hoists that are required for stud tensioner, handling. A deck is provided On.
the service structure .to provide a work platform for segvicing the CRDMs. This deck also
provides the support for the. CRDM cooling water manifolds and electrical cables. The deck is
composed of individual butted plates With openings to .accept -seismic clamps provided with the

S14M-04314
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CRDNts. These seismic plates provide stability for the upper portion of the CRDM. They are
field-aligned t) the reactor vessel control rod nozzles.

The elevations for the Reactor Coolant System (RCS).. including the top of the CRD Closure
Housings at the top of the service structure. are shown in the attached Figure 1. The top of the
missile.shield over the service structurr is at vlevation 633*0'. The missile shield is comprised of
6 concrete removable panels, each 3 1'. 5" x 6' 6" x Y. It spans across 1he.refueling canal and is-
supported on both sides by the Steam Generator 'D-Ring" walls.

NRCP ulletin Reguest Item 2:

If your plant has previously experienced either leakage from or cracking in V1{P nozzles.
addressees are requested to provide the following information: [a. b, c, d]

Responise:

The DBNPS has not previously identified .either leakage from or cracking of its VHP nozzles.

NRC Bulletin Request Item 3.a:

If the susceptibility ranking for your plant is within 5 EEPY of ONS3, addres~sees are
requested to provide the following information.:

a. your plans for future inspections (type, scope, qualification requirements, and acceptance
criteria) and the schedule:

Response:
The DBNPS plans for future inspections consist of the following-

1. A qualified visual examination of the RPV head will be performed during 13RFO, which is
currently scheduled for April 2002.

Visual examinations have been performed during each refueling outage and reviewed by the
Engineering staff. For the .13RFO, a qualifiedvisual examination will be performed. Personnel
performing this task will be instructed on the type of.unacceptable conditions using OKS3 as the,
basis. Inspections will be performed in accordance with a procedure developed specifically for
these examinations that will .meet :the basic requirements of an ASME VT-2 inspection: The
previous inspection video of the cleaned head will be used to help determine any unacceptable'
conditions. The RPV head will be cleaned (as necessary).and videotaped prior to return to
service to re-establish a baseline for future inspectionS.

The acceptance criteria to be used will consist of comparative evaluations of any as-found boric
acidcrystal deposits to photographs of leaking .CRDM nozzles observed at ONS3 and Arkansas
Nuclear One-Unit I (ANO-l) and evaluation against any identified leaking C.RDM nozzle

S14M-04315
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flanges. A flow chart of the inspection plan is shown in Figure 2. Details of.the inspection plkm
will be developed prior-to the 13RFO.

2" Qualified visual examinations will continue to be performed at subsequent refueling
outages.

The DBNPS will continue.to perform qlialified visual examinations of the RPV head for
evidence of leaking CRDM nozzles at subsequent rfuelinig outages. The visual examination
procedure will be updated, as re4uired; to include industry experience.

NRC Bulletin Reguest Item 3.b:

Your basis for concluding that the inspections identified in 3.a. will assure that regulatory
requirements are met (see Applicable Regulatory Rcquirernenits section. ,Include the
following specific information in this discussion:.

I() if your future inspection plans do not :include pcrforming inspections before December
31, 200 1. provide your basis for confluding that the regulatory requirements Oiscussgd in the
Applicable Regulatory Requirements section wiJ) continue to bi met until the inspections arc
performed.
(2) If your future .in1spection plans include only visual inspeci ons, discuss thecornecti veactions that will be taken, including alternative inspection mehods (for ekample. volumemc

examination), if leakage is detected.

Response:

The DBNPS is similar in design to ONS3 and ANO-l, which have demonstrated .an ablity to
identify leaking CRDM nozzles by visual inspection for boric acid crystal deposits. The DBNPS
fabrication records were reviewed to determine how CR"-M bores were machined and how
CRDM nozzles were installed. CRDM nozzles were installed in the RPV closure head with a
designed 0.0005 inches to 0.00 15 inches of diametral interference (documented in "Safety
Evaluation for B&W-Design Reactor vessel Head Control od Drive Medhanism Nozzle
Cracking," BAW-1019QP, dated May 1993). The CRDM nozzle shaft diameter is custom
ground to 0.001 inches greaterthan the final diameter of the associated CRDIM bore with a
32AA finish. A general description of the CRDM bores machining is as follows:

Rough machine CRDM bores (Note: DBNPS RPV head penetrations were not
Co.unterbored,)

, Final heat treatment of RV closure head
* Finish .machine CRDM bores to a 250 finish

A general description of the CRDM nozzle installation is as follows:

* Cool CRDM nozzles in liquid nitrogen to -140'F minimum
-Install CRDM nozzle in specified location

SU4M-04316
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* Allox. CRD.M nozzle to warm to 70-F

During final QA. CRD*.v bores were inspected for final top and bottom bore diameter and
veiticalitv. After individual CRDM nozzle shaft custom grinding to approxirnately.0.001 inche,
areater in diameter .than tlhe final CRUM bore diameter. CRDMnVOzzle- hiaft- wNere also
measured at both the.top and the bottom ofthe cuitoh. •roUd teiMth::CRD.M' ozzie shatfts.are
longe than CRDM bores are deep. Thus CR•M nozzie shaft di~amter . -moeateminits do not
direcd~v fine up with CRDM. bore diametermeasurements, although in th of the Dt NPS

these locations should be fairly close because of the loack of.counterborms The.efore, the
resulting top and bottom dimensional fits are cnsidered approximate. The vlk.s for the
DBNPS .RPV head are calculated to range from a maximum intiefeience fit of 0.0021 inches to a
gap of 0.0010 inches..

In 1993. the B&WOG performed a safety evaluation for CRDM nozzle cracking (reference:'
previously cited BAW- 10190P). In this evaluatitn, a 3D finite'element model of alimajor
components of a hillside CRDM nozzle-to-head -welded structure was constructed. The
B&WOG calculation includes the maximum 0.0.10 inch diamefric c0unterbore at the top and
bottom locations (typical for most*B&WOG plant designs), Which tonds*.to.i•crease the stresses
in the nozzle andis bounding for the DBNPS. During operation, an interference fit is c.ic.ulated
to release to become agap due to tempeature andpressur.dilation. Whih provi,-s a leak path
for a through-w.41 craek that allbws deteCti' by Visuali-1 .tion: TeDWo.calculation
assumes a nominal 0.001 inch interference fit, which will open to a maximum gap of 0.0033
inches during operation..

As noted earlier, leakage from this gap has been demonstrated at both ONS and ANO- 1, for
which interference fits of up to 0.0014 inches.have been calculated from the final QA inspection
data (as documented in MRP-44, Part 2). Figure 3 provides a graphical representation of these
data. The largest interference fit at the DBNPS occurs on nozzle number 50 which, as stated
previously, has been calculated at 0.0021 inches at the top.. This same nozzle also has an
interference fit of 0.0010 inches at the'bottomr. Thus, the 0.0033 inch .gap during Operation
would be somewhat less for the DBNPS, assuming the 0.0021 inch interferenie fit (instead of the
nominal 0.001-inch). This gap would still be expected to provide a leak paih to the top of the
RPV head in the event of a cracked CRDM nozzle or J-groove weld. The.DONP- has not
observed any leakage from these paths during its past inspection activitits.

The .DBNPS plans to perform inspections of the RPV head and CRDM nozzles as recommended
by MRP-48. The inspections will consist of qualified visual inspections of the top RPV head
bare metal surface at the 13h RWFO scheduled for April 2002. If any leaks are detected, the
source will be determined, the cracks leading to the leak characterized by supplemental
examination and the nozzle will be repaired.

The Applicable Regulatory Requirements section of the Bulletin lists the following regulatory

requirements and plant commitments as .providing the basis for the Bulletin assessment:

S14M-04317
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* Appendix A to 10 CFR 50. "General Desion Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants"

Criterion 14 -"Reactor Coolant Pressure Boiundariy"

Criterion 31 - "Fracture Prevention of Reactor Coolant Boundaiy." and.

Criterion 32- 1 nspection of Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary"

! Plant Technical Specifications

* 10 CPR 50.55a, Codes and Standards., which incorporates by reference Section XI. 'Ru:..
for inservice Inspection of Nuclear Power Plant Components, of the ASME •Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code"

" Appendix B of 10-CFR 50, "Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and I
Reprocessing Plants," Criteria V, Instructions, Procedures, and Drawings;" iX, "Cont.
Special Processes;" and XV, "'Corrective Actions"

The following addresses each of these criteria and demonstrates that the eriteria will be mi:.,'
the DBNPS until the inspections are performed.

Desirgn Requirements: 10 CFR 50, Appendi, A.- General Design Req.u!rements

The Bulletin states:

"The applicable GDC [General Design Criteria] include GDC 14, GDC31,.and GDC 32. Gt
14 specifies that the reactor.coolant pressure boundary (RCPB) have an extremely low
probability of abnormal leakage, of rapidly propagating failure, and of gross rupture; the
presence of cracked and leaking.VHPii nozzles is not consistent with this ODC. GDC 31 spoc.:
that the probability of rapidly propagating fracture of the RCPB'be minimized; the presence.
ctacked and leaking VHP nozzles is not consistent with this GDC. GDC 32 specifies that
components which are part of theRCPB have the capability of being periodicallyinspected tw,

assess their structural and leaktight integrity; inspection practices that do not perriit reliable
detection of VfP nozzle cracking are not consistent with this GDC."
These referenced criteria state the following:

Criterion 14 - Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary
"7e reactor coolant pressure boundary shall be designed. fabricated, erected and testrd
as to have an extremely low probability of abnormal leakage, of rapidly propagating fit.',
and of gross rupture."

* Criterion 31 - Fracture Prevention of ReactorCoolant Pressure Boundary
"The reactor coolant pressure boundary shall be designed with .sufficient margin to assur,
that when stressed under operating, maintenance, testing, and postulated accident condit, '.>

S$4M-04318
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1 the hioundarv behaves in a ,tonibrittle manner, and .2) tile probabilirv of rapidl.
jrI(t'p,-iain f]ieml/fure b; inivnined. The deiV'1t ./all re7lec(t coisideratiown t'. enice
tE'mn•rpeuares uind Utlher ('onditions.ofthe bowzdarn.'.matereta under operating, maintenance.
ttesin.' amid po.stulated accident conditions amnd ihe uncertpinties in detenninbig (Ii materiaul
properihes. (2) tile efjteCts.o .irradiatiOl*n oi mntierial properties. ( 3) residual stead' state and
tranMiet .stresses, andt(4) size offlaws."

Criterion 32 -Insp-ction of eacltor Cooiant Pressure Boundary,
Compouzetzis which are pari of the reactor cooiahr presspre boulndary shal be designed to

permit (If periodic in.pectiOn and resting of .inporant areavi wndfoantres o" £assess their
structurat and leak tight integrity, and (2) an appropriate niatrialsurveillance program for
the reactor presureyvessel.

During licensing oftfih ODNPS it was demonstrated •that the design of the reactorcoolant
presstire boundary meets these requirements, The following demonstrates compliance with the
design criteria for the RPV head nozzles.

, Pressurzedwater retcts licensed both before and after issuariceofApperndix A toPart 50.
(1971) complied with these 4citeria in pant by: 1) selecting Alloy 600, and other austenitic
materials with excoIlent corrosioil resi.stance and extremely high fractUre toughness. for
reactor coolant pressure boundary materiais, and 2)Ifollwing %AM Codesrand Standards
and other applicable requirements for fabrication, erection, and testing.of the pressure
boundarypart., NRC reviews of operating license submnittals subsequent to issuance of
Appendix A included evaluating designs for compliance with .the General. .esign Criteria,
Although stiess corrosion cracking of primary coolant system penetrations was not originally
anticipated during plant design, it has occurred in the R)?V top head-nozzles at some plants.
The suitability of the originally selected materials has been confirmed. The robustness of the

design has been'demonstrated by the smnall anmounts of the leakage that has occurred and by
the fact that none of the cracks in Alloy 600 reactor coolant plessure boundary materials has
rapidly propagated or resulted in catastrophic failure or gross rupture. G•ven the inherently
high fracture toughness and flaw tolerance of the Alloy 600 material there is indeed an
extremely low probability of a rapidly propagating failure and gross rupture., it should be
noted that the earlier versions of.the QDCS are in terms of extremely low probability of gross
rupture or siaificant -leakage throughout the design life.
Utilizing the conservative time-at-temperature ranking model of MRP-44, the operating time
befoire Davis-Besse would reach an equivalent degradation time as ONS-3 is at least 3.1
EFPY.
An updated safety assessment wassperformed by Framatome-ANP in April 2001 to address
the CRDM nozzle cracking observed at ONS-I. ONS-3, and ANO-l. Flaw growth
calculations were performed, using the modified Peter Scott crack growth equation and
assu.ming an initial flaw length of .10W around the nozzle, which indicate that it would take
approximately 4 years for a through-wall flaw to grow another 25% around the
circumference. This remaining ligament, which would be 25% of the original circumference.

S14M-04319
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nould still be sufficient to preclude gross. net-section failure (nozzle ejection), This ligament
satisfies primary stress limits using a safety factor of 3.

, The revised Framatome A.NP safety as.sessment of April 2001 also concluded.that
simultaneo~us multiple CRDM nozzles will not fail and that the faiilure of a single CRDMnozzle is bounded by both the LOCAandnon-LOCA plant inolyses already completed to

suppot• current plant operatio..... .
SNMRP-l4, •Appendix C describes the accident sequence anal*yss dlreody .inplace using the

plant DBNPS Emergency Operatling.Prboedures (EOPs), The. xistiog.EO-Os provide
adequate directions to mitigate any transient that would occur should there .be a failure of .a
CRDM nozzle.
All evidence to date suggests xthat it wil.l require kveral years for the material to degrade to
the point that total failure of the componeintcould octur. Durifig that time, if a crack should
form, leakage of plmary coolant on the RPV head can be identified through routine visual
in'spection of the bare R"V head. The component can then ,eired iind returned to
service without jeopardizing the health and safety of the public.

Therefore, the .requirements established for design, fracture toughness, and inspectability in GDC
14, 31, and 32, respectively, were satisfied duninig the init.al licensing review forthe DB NPS.
and continue to be satisfied during.0peiration even in the presence of a potential for stress
corrosion cracking of the RPV. head penetrations ..

Operating Requireme~nt; .10 C.R 50.36.- Technical Specification.

The Bulletin states:

"Plant technical specifications pertain to the is-sue of VHP nozzle cracking insofar as they require
no through-wall reactor coolant system leakage."

1OCFR 50.36 contains requirements for Plant Tec.hnical Sp .ecifications, Paragraphs 2 and 3 of 10
CFR 50.36 are particularly relevant:.

IOCFR 50.36(c)(2) Limiting Conditions for Operation
"'i) Limiting conditions for operation are the lowest fitnctional capability or.perforinance
levels of equipment required for safe operation of the facility. When a limiting condition lbor
operation.of a nuclear reactor is not met, the licensee shall shut down the reactor or follow
any remedial action permifted by the technical specifications'until the condition can be met.

(ti) A technical .specification limiting condition for operation ofea nuclear reactor nust be
established for each item meeting one or more of the following criteria:

(C) Criterion 3: A structure, system, or component that is part of the primary success path
and which functions or actuates to mitigate a design basis accident or transient that either
assumes the failure of or presents a challenge to the integrity. of a fisston product barrier.
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)D Criterion, 4: A trurctLtre. .'vxrep. or compolietit which operatin¢ Pe.rerielIce or
i'oihi' hi)iti" r i'.sk assesinent haos Shoti e i to Pe yigniiccto pifbliwth h ind i a'er"

S1.0 CFR 50.36ic.i( 'i) Surveillance Requirements.
"Su eillunc. e req ie requireents relaWini to ct 'alibrdtio l 'r.t( "
ass~ure tidat the hlece$sr•' quthtq•,~ol s•srte,1:s ad ¢'moBntp~his Is it)|•dintt'4•.that. Jt0,lhtiI .

operation will be lhiun Na7etry hintt., and rhat the hmit•i t onaiis foý.d r oe.ratton 'l h

-The reactor coolant pressure boundary provides one of the e06iical brjer•s thtf ard against the
uncontrolled release of radioactivity. Therefore, plan~t technical sciiois gese.rally include
a requirement had :associated action statements addresihg react r Jooiantpressu.r boundary
leakage, The limits for PWR reactor coolant pressure b0ndary I.ea kage. a typi!aly stated in
Iterms of tharmo..un't of leakage, , galion per min~ite fbr Unid~htfied leaka.e 10 gpm oot
identified leakage:. and no reactoi coolant sy teni- p•estiii• ýon'ar -eakagd.

Leaks from A!oy 600 RVP head penetratfions dpe to P WSCC .h.•be been Well below the.

sensitivity• of on-line leakage .detect~ioi systems. Ptants hitv••eiihiated ithisctidirtibn :and h•aye

determined that the appiopriate inspections are bare-metal visual iispections f6r boric acid
deposits during plant shutdowns. if leakage or oif on paeble indiariios are fothe defct
must be raired before th6 pl!nt goes"b~k o linS' Iti - 0Re'th0 e
CRDM nozzles increase to thepoint where they arede.ifcted by lithe n-lihe leak detection
systems, then the leak must be evaluated per the specifiedacceptance criter-a.

inspection R. eguiremernts:0 CFR 505.§a And ASME SeLtion XI

The Bulletin states:

"NRC regulations at 10 CFR 50.55a state that ASME Class I components (whiCh include VHP
nozzles) must meet the requ'rements of.Section XI of the ASME Boiler and PMssrur Vessel

Code. Table IWA-2500-1 ti•B-2500-1 j' of Section X! of the ASME Code provides
examination requirements for VHP nozzles'and references iWB-3522.for acceptance standards.
IWB-3522. i(c) and (d) specify that conditions requiring correctio:n include the detection of
leakage from insulated pomponents and discolOration or accumulated residues on the surfaces of
components, insulation, or floor areas which may wrveal evidence of boraped-water leakage, with
leakage defined a "the .through-wall leakage that penetraies ihe pressure retaining membrane."
Therefore. 10 CFR 59.55a, through its reference to the ASME Code, does not permit through-

wall cracking of VHP nozzles."

An erratum appears to exist, in the Bulletin. Table IWA-2500-1 is cited, but does not-exist. it
-appears the citation should have been IWB-2500-1

S14M-0432 1
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'For throqut-h-waal lea1kage identified by visilal examinations in accordance with Ihe AS.ME
Code. acceptunce standards for the identi fied degradation .re provided in IWB.3142.3
Speci rical ly. supplementla examination (byvsurface or yolumetric examination). corrective
measures or repailrs aha1)ticalt evaluation. and replacement provide methogs forud&terminin, the
acceptabiliry'o(degrdedcomponents .

10 CFR .50.55a requires .that inservice inspeion. and testing.beperformed pe the requirementsof the ASME Boiler and Pressure Ves,! Code Section XI, .ihse vice Inspection of Nuclear
Plant Componenfts." Section XI contains applicabl4e rules for examination. evaIuation and repair
of.code cblss components, ioclhiding the reactdr coolant pretssure b6iundar.

The DBNPS performs visual inspections for evidencic of leakage byexaniining the RPV head
surfýce and the CRD.M flanges per the requirements.of NRC Gepaeric Letter 8$-05. S"Boric Acid
Corrosion of Carbon Steel ReaPctor Pressure Boundary Components in. PWR Plants.' If pressure
boundary leaakage is'suspected. sUPplemental eoaminatiOns of the affected CRDMM niozzle will be
performed to chbaractenize the integrity of th•.nozzle .Some plants .have ondcted inspections
beyord .those required by Section XIfahd NRC Geneic.-Letter 88-05. These inspections have
included Visas! .examination• of 100' o'the bare"metal "srf.aes of the RPV head: eddy turrent
and liquid penetrant surface eXaminations; and supplemental examinatiorns of the nozzles. These
supplemental inspctions coupled with th0,evaliiations. Of Pir•king that has eern foundare.
tonsidered to have provided a defense-itt-dpth •approachfo investigati fig d. esol ving this
issue,

The acceptance standards are as detailed in Technical Specifications for pressure boundary
leakage .since the program under Generic Letter .88-05 is not a Code-required inspection
program,

Flaws identified s.uppiemental methods will be evaluated in accordance with the flaw evaiua.tion
rules for piping contained in Section XIMof the ASME Code. This.,approtch haos been accepted by
.the NPRC. Any flaw not meeting the requirements for the intended service period Would be
repaired prior to retuning it to service'.

Repairs to RPV head nozzles will be performed in gaccordanqe with Section XI.requirements,
NRC-approved ASME Code Case requirements. or an alternative repair'or replacement method
approved by the NRC.

The .D!BNPS complies with these ASME Code requirements through implementation of .the
Inservice Inspection Program. In addition, additional inspections are conducted in accordance
with the program developed to meet Generic Letter 88-05. If a VT-2 or qualified visual
examination detects the cracks or leakage in the CRDM nozzles, corrective actions will be
performed in accordance with the DBNPS corrective action program, No new, plant actions are
necessary to satisfy the regulatory criteria.
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Qtu•litv Asw.urange Requirements. 10,CFR 50. Apendix. B

The Bulleti0 .stutes:

"Criterion IX of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 states thot special'processes.. including
nondestwuctive testing. shall be controlled and accompiishcdbV ,'ualified personnel using
qualified procedures in accordance with applicable codes. stanidaids, specifications, critenzi .....
other special requirements, Within dge conteit of pr.vkling jassuraoce .of the structural intc"'.
of VH-P nozzles, special requirements for visuala eamination would g.ierally require the iv,:
qualified vis.ual examinationmethod. Such a method is one that a plant-speific analysis h,t,
demonstrated Will result in sufficient leakage to the RPV head surface fo.i a through-wall ,:.,
a VHP nozzle, and that the resultant leakage provides adetectabli deposit on the RPV headt
analysis would have to consider, for example, the as-built (onfiguration of the V-Ps and V-.

capability to reliably detect and accurately characterize the source of the leika ge, consider:
presence of insulation. preexisti.ng deposits on :the RPV head., and other factors that could
interfere with the detection of leakage. similarly, special requirernts for volumetric

examination would generally requirethe use of a qualified vohi.0`etriaiexarmination retho,.
example, one that has a demronstrated capability .to reliably detect cracking on the ODf oh.,
Vi-H? nozzle above the J-grpove weld."

The design shrink fit of the CRDM nozzles at the DBNPS"is similar io the design shrink ti.
ONS units indicating that through wall cr.ckinig of the nozzles of the magnitude seen at ONS
should produce visually detectable evidence of leakage on the RPV head. The qualified ,
inspection and the personnel involved in the evaluation of tho .paults will be VT 2.qualified
familiar with the anticipated type of indication that any leakage would cause. Any other NDI-
techniques and associated equipment that may be required is presently being developed and
should be qualified for the DBNPS t3RFO in the spring of 2002.

The Bulletin further states.:

"Criterion V of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 states that activities.affecting quality shall be
prescribed by documented instructions, procedures,. or drawings, of a type appropriate to the
circumstances and shall be accomplished in accordance with these instructions, procedre•s.,
drawings, Criterion V further states that instructions, procedures, o.r drawings shall include
appropriate quantitative or qualitative acc'eptance criteria for determining that important
activities have been satisfactodiy accomplished. Visual and volumetric examinations of VI I1'
nozzles are activities that should be documented in accordance with these requirements."

The efforts undertaken to inspect, evaluate, and /or repair the DBNPS RPV head penetration,
will be conducted and documented in accordance with procedures which comply with the
FEN(3.Quality Assurance Program and Criterion V of 10 CFR 50, Appedix .B.

The final criterion citedby the Bulletin is stated as follows:

-S14M-04323
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"Criterion XVI of Appendix .B to 10 CFR Part 50 states that nieasures shallbe established to
assure that conditions adverse to quality are promptly identified and correcte(L For significant
conditions adverse to quality. the measures taken shall include root cause determination and
corrective action to preclude repetition of the adverse Gonditions. For crackifig of VH.P nozzles.
the root cause determinafion is'important to Understanding the nature of the deradation present
and the required actiohs tO mitigate future cracing.-Thes6 actioh5 could inclpude '•rpoacti ve"

inspections:and repair of degraded VHP nozzles."'

In addressing Criterion XVI, them are two important attributes pcrtinent to RPV CRDM nozzles
cracking.

First. Criterion XVI states "Measures shall be established to assure that conditions .adverse to
quality.. .are promptly identified and corrected." This criterion is partially met by the DBNPS's
awareness of industry experience. and has been implemented in this manner in the DBNPS
corrective action program whereby industry experience is evaltiaitd for applicability to DBNPS

and the applicable corrective actions., as needed are determinred. This is consistent with the
NRC' s generic communicatin process , implemented by .lnfrmatiOn Notices,. whiph.reports
industry experience, but dos not require a response to NRC.. Licenseeos are.epec•ed toevaluate
the applicability of the information contained'in the information Notice and documeht .a.speci fic
assessment for possible NRC review.

Criterion XVI provides the objectives and goals of the corrective artion program, but leaves to
the licensee the responsibility for determining the specific process to accomp lish these pbjecti'e3
and goals, With regard to the'Bulletin response, Criterion XVI does not provide specific
guidance as to what is an appropriate response, but rather, the 'ie nsee is responsible for
determining actions necessary to maintain public health and safety, In this particular instance,
the licensee must justify it5 actions for addressing the PW$CC of RPV head nozzles,
Furthermore, the regulatory criteria of 10.CFR 50. 109(a)(7) provides supporting evidence when
it states "....if there are twotor reore ways to achiev r compliance...then ordinarily the applicant
or licensee is free to choose the way which best suits its purposes;"

The second attribute of Criterion XVI stated is "in the case of significant conditions adverse to
quality, the measures shall assure that the .cause of the condition is.determined and corremtive
action taken to preclude repetition,' The Bulletin wsggests that for RPV head nozzle cracking,
the root cause determination is important to.understanding the nature of the degrad4tion and the
required actions to mitigate future cracking. As part of the DONPS corrective action program.
determination of the cause of the PWSCC in the RPV head nozzles, either through the DBNPS's
efforts or as part of an industry.effort, would be. performed, if cracks are detected,

In summary, the integrated industry approach to inspection, monitoring, cause determination,
and resolution of the identified CRDM nozzle cracking is in compliance with the performance-
based objectives of 10 CPR 50, Appendix B.
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NRC Bulletin.Request Item 4:

If the susceptibility ranking for your plant is greater thar 5 EFPY and less than 30 EFPY of
ONS3. addressees are requested to provide the f6ilowing information: [a and bi

Responsd:

This request does not apply to the DBNPS bc~ause the DBNPS susceptibility ranking is within
3.1 EFPY of ONS3.

NRC B.ulletin Request 5,

Addressees are requested to provide the following information within 30 4ays after plant
restart following the next refueling outage; .
a. a description of the extent of Vi' nozzle leakage and cracking detected at your plant.

including the number, location. size, and nature of each crack.4etected;
b. if cracking is identified, a description of :the inspections (type, scope, qualification

requirements, and acceptance criteria), repairs, and other corrective actions you have
.taken to satisfy applicable regulatory.requirements. This information is requestedo-nl- if
there are any changes from prior information submitted in accordance with this bulletin,

Response:

The DBNPS will provide the NRC with the following information within .30 days after plant
restart following the 13 b RFO scheduled to begin in April .2002:

a. A description of the extent.of RPV head nozzle leakage and cracking. This information
will include the number, location, size and nature of epch crack detected.

b. A description of the inspections (type, scope, qualification requirements, and acceptance
criteria)., repairs and other corrective actions taken.to satisfy applicable regulatory
requirements.
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